In the first experiments in this series (2) , subjects committed to memory 26
Retrieval of Information from Long-Term Memory
John R. Anderson
Human memory is often considered to have two parts: a long-term memory, which is the repository of all our factual knowledge, and a short-term or working memory, which holds the information we are currently processing (I). Working memory is assumed to have such a limited capacity that at any time it can hold only a small subset of the information in long-term memory. When information is tences, but would find it difficult to say anything about how they came to a decision. The apparent automaticity of these retrieval operations is one of their distinctive features. Sentence 4 is one about which the subject would conclude he does not know in contrast to 3, which he would judge false. Most of my research has been concerned with contrasting positive decisions like 1 and 2 with Summary. lnformation is represented in long-term memory as a network of associations among concepts, lnformation is retrieved by spreading activation from concepts in working memory through the network structure. The time required to retrieve information is a function of the level of activation that it achieves. Fanning of multiple paths from a node dissipates the activation the node sends down any path and increases retrieval time. Fan effects are reduced as subjects overlearn the material or when they can change their task from a recognition judgment to a consistency judgment.
no longer needed, it is dropped from "don't know" decisions like 4. Although working memory or rapidly decays. As a subject may come to a positive judgnew information is needed, it must be ment about sentence 5, he would probaretrieved from long-term memory, a bly come to a series of inferences and process that takes a long time relative to could probably report these inferences the other human information processing after the judgment. In contrast, sensteps. This article is concerned with the tences 1 and 2 require less response time mechanisms that determine the temporal (often under 1 second), and there is no properties of the retrieval of information. experience that can be analyzed into According to the general research pro-substeps. In this article, I am concerned cedure, subjects are presented with a with the simpler kind of memory judgstatement and asked to indicate whether ment. I believe that such simple memory it is a fact they know. A subject typically retrievals are subcomponents of more sits in front of a computer terminal complex judgment like that required for screen with his or her right index finger sentence 5. Most subjects would make relatively rapid decisions about the first three senMost of my research has not been with real-world facts such as those given above. Such facts have many uncontrolled properties that make theoretical inferences perilous. Rather, subjects typically learn a set of manufactured facts, often simple and homogeneous. After the subjects have learned this material they are tested to determine how the information is retrieved from longterm memory. A lawyer is in the church is a (2-1) fact in that the list contains two facts about lawyers and one about the church. After studying each of the 26 sentences, subjects were asked to recall all of the locations in response to questions like "Where are the lawyers?" and all of the people in response to questions like "Who is in the park?" They continued this drill until they achieved perfect recall.
This knowledge can be represented in terms of propositional networks developed in cognitive psychology ( Fig. 1) (3,  4) . Propositional networks consist of nodes connected by links. There are two types of nodes-propositions and concepts. Each oval node signifies a proposition that encodes a fact. Links connect these proposition nodes with concept nodes. In terms of the network structure we are creating, various numbers of links emanate from the concepts. We refer to the number of links connected to a concept as the fan of the concept. Park and lawyer both occur with two facts-a fan of two is associated with each. A fan of one is associated with doctor. The experiment measured the effect of fan manipulation on speed of recognizing these facts.
Subjects presented with probes simply decided whether they had studied these probes or not. Studied probes are referred to as targets and those not studied are referred to as foils. The foils were created by presenting people and locations from the original material in new combinations. For instance, if the subjects had studied the material given above, The doctor is in tlze park would be a foil. We designed the study material to enable the orthogonal manipulation (for both targets and foils) of the fan of one to three associated with people and of the fan of one to three associated with locations.
For both targets and foils, reaction time increases systematically as the person or location fan increases ( 
Spreading Activation
When a subject sees a probe, the memory representations of the concepts in the probe are activated. So when the subject sees The lawyer is in the park, the concepts in Fig. 1 corresponding to lawyer, in, and park will become active. Activation spreads down all the paths leading from the concepts. (Activation can flow in either direction along a link.)
A subject is able to recognize a particular fact when activation from the various concepts has intersected and the level of activation has reached some threshold value; thus, the spread of activation determines the latency of the recognition judgment. Each concept is proposed to have a limited capacity for spreading activation. The more paths leading out of that concept, the less activation will be spread down any one path and the slower the recognition judgment. This slowing of recognition produces the fan effect.
This limited-capacity spreading-activation model (5) predicts that recognition time will vary with the fan of all the concepts in the probe. Activation spreads simultaneously from each of the concepts in the sentence. A contrasting model proposes that the subject gains access to memory from only one concept in the probe (for example, the first) and tries to retrieve information from that particular concept. In such a model there should be effects of the fan out of only the one concept rather than the approximately equal effects shown in Table 1 and in other experiments (54).
The Waiting Process
The spreading-activation model accounts only for the recognition of targets. We have also developed a waiting model for the rejection of foils (5, 7). After being presented with a probe, a subject waits for a set period for an intersection of activation. If none occurs, the subject concludes that the probe combination has not been studied and responds no. This waiting will lead to correct behavior if the subject waits longer to say no than it would take for an intersection to occur. The model predicts that it should take longer to reject foils than to accept targets, as is confirmed in Table 1 . More time must be allowed for the waiting process when probes are constructed from higher fan concepts. Otherwise, the process would erroneously reject high fan targets, which take longer to reach threshold activation. Thus, the waiting process will take longer to reject foils of higher fan. The fan effect for foils is produced as this waiting process reproduces the temporal properties of spreading activation. King and Anderson (7) reported evidence for both the parallel spread of activation and the claim that foils are typically rejected by waiting for a fixed period without an intersection of activation. We had subjects commit to memory connected pairs of sentences like The doctor touched the debutante and Tlze doctor amused tlze lawyer and unconnected pairs like The $reman hated the mailman and The soldier bandaged tlze sailor. (Connected pairs shared the same sentence subject, whereas unconnected pairs did not.) After learning this material. the subjects' task was to recognize whether a presented verb and noun came from the same sentence. In all cases the verbs and nouns used were the verbs and objects of studied sentences. In the case of foils, they were taken from different members of a connected or unconnected pair. The probes could be classified as targets and foils and as coming from connected pairs or not. For example, touched debutante is a connected target, hated mailman an unconnected target, touched lawyer a connected foil, and hated sailor an unconnected foil.
For targets, connected pairs did not differ from unconnected ones on either reaction time or error rate. For foils, however, subjects were much slower and made more errors with connected than with unconnected pairs. Figure 2 illustrates the relevant network structure for connected pairs. To recognize a verbobject connection, we assumed that activation spreads from the two concepts and the memory system monitors for an intersection. The time for activation to intersect between verb and object on a target probe should not be affected by the subject connection. With foils, however, the subject connection creates a spurious path for activation to intersect between verb and object. We assume that the subject will either respond positively to this spurious intersection (make an error) or first consider and then reject the intersection (increase latency beyond that required for unconnected foils). Thus, we propose that a subject decides by default that he or she does not know something about a particular probe by waiting for a ccrtain length of time during which intersection of activation occurs. Any intersection will have to be checked and will slow the decision process. Glucksberg and McCloskey (9) recently compared subjects' time to decide they did not know a fact like John has the rifle under two conditions. In the implicit condition, they had learned nothing relevant to this fact. In the explicit condition, they had committed to memory It is not known whether John has the r$e. Subjects more rapidly decided they did not know in the implicit condition. It is easier to simply wait a fixed period with no intersection than to have to evaluate the intersection of activation in the explicit condition.
Strength of Network Paths
The discussion to this point has assumed that each path from a concept to a proposition is equally activated. However, more frequently studied and tested facts about a concept can be recognized more rapidly; the relevant factor is not the total number of facts studied about a concept but rather the relative frequencies of these facts (5) . I contrasted speed of recognition of facts about two-fan versus four-fan concepts, comparing facts that were tested with equal frequency in the two conditions. Suppose the subject studied the following facts in the two-fan condition:
The lawyer is in the church. Cf = 3) The lawyer is in the bank. Cf = 3) and the following facts in the four-fan condition:
The farmer is in the Izouse. where f is the frequency with which that fact was studied and tested in each block of the experiment. The first fact in each condition was studied half the time (three of six times) and thus has the same frequency but different fan.
In comparisons that equated for frequency and contrasted fan (for example, a two-fan fact studied three times and a four-fan fact studied three times), fan had little or no effect. In comparisons that equated fan and contrasted frequency (for example, a four-fan fact studied once and a four-fan fact studied three times), frequency had a large effect. Unpublished research from my laboratory has established that the relevant factor is relative, not absolute, frequency. For instance, a subject responds more slowly to a two-fan fact studied four times when the other fact has been studied eight times than when the other has been studied two times. This finding has led to a model that proposes that activation is divided among competing links according to their relative strength. In a normal fan experiment, relative strength and fan are confounded, because when each fact is studied equally often, the relative strength of a fact from a concept with N facts will be lIN.
Nonexperimental Facts
Lewis and Anderson (10) investigated whether these same basic retrieval phenomena could be obtained with actually true material that the subject knew from the real world. We had subjects learn sentences such as George Washington wrote Tom Sawyer, Napoleon Bonaparte was from India, and Napoleon Bonaparte was a singer. Subjects were told they were learning facts about a strange fantasy world and that they should regard these facts as one regards facts about famous figures in a historical novel, that is, as true in the context of the work of fiction. After having learned the material, subjects made judgments about whether particular facts were true of the person (recognition phase). They were to regard a fact about a person as true if it was true of the person in the real world or true of the person in the fantasy world, and false only if the fact was true of the person neither in the real world nor in the fantasy world. Examples of actually true facts were Fidel Castro is a Cuban and George Washington crossed the Delaware. The actual facts, the experimental facts, and the false assertions (not studied or false) could all be classified according to the number of facts studied about the famous person in the experiment. Recognition times increased with fan for all three categories of responses (Fig. 3) . In particular, learning new experimental facts about these people slowed subjects' retrieval times for old real-world facts. The actual trues were responded to much more rapidly than the experimental trues because the former should be much more strongly encoded given their high frequency of exposure.
Recognition of Faces
Anderson and Paulson (11) attempted to see if similar phenomena could be demonstrated with pictorial material such as faces constructed by arbitrarily combining the four features of hair, chin, mouth, and eye types (Fig. 4) . Subjects were trained to identify each face as a person belonging to a particular profession. After reaching the criterion in this training task, subjects judged whether various faces had been studied (recognition phase). Foil faces were created by recombining the original features into novel combinations. Again we measured latency of recognition judgment, which we took to indicate the speed with which the relevant information could be retrieved from long-term memory.
A fan manipulation was produced by having the features contained in various faces. For instance, the two faces on the right in Fig. 4 share eyes, mouth, and chin. For any particular face, two of the four features were what we called null features, which appeared in six different study faces. The other two features appeared in either one or three faces. The faces-target or foil-could be classified by the number of faces associated with these last two features. The possible fan conditions are 1-1, 3-1, and 3-3. Thus, this experiment is analogous to the verbal experiments, with faces corresponding to sentences and physical features to words or concepts. Figure 5 illustrates the hypothesized network consequences of our manipulation. Nodes for each face are attached to the features and to the professions. Features that appear in multiple faces have multiple arrows associated with them. The sailor in this figure is an example of a 3-1 face. Eyes a and chin g are the null features, hair d occurs in three faces, and mouth i in just that face.
We assumed that when a face was presented for recognition, its features would be identified and activated in memory. Activation would flow down the paths leading from these features. A face would be recognized when sufficient activation had accumulated at one of the face nodes. Thus, by having a feature appear in more faces we increased its network fan and reduced the amount of activation that could accumulate at any face. We predicted that face recognition time should increase as a feature was used in more faces. Judgment time for both targets and foils did increase with the fan of the critical features in the face, supporting the idea that the same retrieval processes that have been documented with verbal material also extend to pictorial material.
The Paradox of the Expert
These results are paradoxical in that they imply that the more one knows about a concept, the longer it will take to retrieve any particular fact about the concept. Therefore, an expert in a domain should be slowest to retrieve facts about that domain. Although some situations in everyday life seem to correspond to this implication (the more times one parks a car in a lot, the harder it is to remember its location), clear cases seem to contradict it. I contrasted subject's speed of recognizing facts about familiar people (Tecl Kennecly is a senator) with that of recognizing corresponding facts about less familiar people (Birch Btiylz is LI sentrtortrue in 1975 and known to the subject population) (5) . Subjects verified the fact about the more familiar concept more rapidly (in this case, 2.16 seconds for Kennedy versus 2.50 seconds for Bayh). These naturalistic materials lacked controls, but subsequent research (12, 13) has produced the same result with better controls. Thus, sometimes we are faster to judge facts about concepts with which we have greater familiarity. Much of the recent research in the fan procedure has been devoted to understanding how people overcome interference with familiar concepts.
Effects of Degree of Practice
The amount of practice that subjects have with experimental facts in a typical fan experiment is much less than the frequency with which the typical person has encountered explicitly or implicitly the fact that Ted Kennecly is a senator. Also, such a real-world fact has been studied over a more spaced interval. In a recent experiment we had subjects commit to memory subject-verb-object sentences such as The doctor hates the luwyer [see also (6) ]. Subjects learned eight such sentences in the no-fan condition and eight in the fan condition. In the no-fan condition, the subject, verb, and object occurred in just that sentence, and in the fan condition, each term also occurred in some other sentence. Subjects learned this material to a criterion of perfect recall.
Subjects were then tested for their recognition of the sentences in a procedure that was repeated 5 days a week for 5 weeks. Each day they were presented with each sentence 24 times for recognition (mixed with foils). By the end of the experiment the subject had encountered each sentence 600 times. As with most practice data in a wide variety of domains (14) , a power function describes recognition times for targets and foils as a function of days of practice (Fig. 6) . The best-fitting line through the observed recognition times can be described as T = 0.36 + 1.15(P -0.51-O.~~ for the no-fan condition and for the fan condition, where T is recognition time in seconds and I ' is number of days of practice. That the two functions have the same exponents indicates that they are being equally benefited by the practice. Also, since the two functions are moving to the same asymptotic recognition time (0.36 second), with enough practice the fan effect would disappear. Hayes-Roth (6) has come to a similar conclusion.
The implication of this research is that with practice, nodes increase in their capacity for spreading activation. Given evidence about the impact of practice on increasing efficiency of neural transmission (15), this conclusion is not surprising. This means that familiar concepts should be able to support rapid retrieval of more facts.
Consistency Judgments
In the real world, one is rarely required to judge whether a particular fact was studied, but rather whether a fact is true or consistent with what one knows. When asked whether Darth Vader is good or evil one does not have to retrieve the specific proposition "Darth Vader is evil." The implications of fanning can be quite different when we look at judgments of consistency.
Smith et a/. ( 8 ) had subjects in one condition study a pair of facts about Marty such as:
Marty produced the sour note. Marty realized his seam was split.
In another condition subjects studied these two facts plus a third unrelated fact such as:
Marty painted the old barn.
Replicating past results they found subjects slower in the three-fact than in the two-fact condition. However, in a third condition, subjects would study the first two facts plus
Murty played the damaged bagpipes.
This third fact serves to integrate three sentences into a thematically related whole. Smith et al. found no difference between the two-fact condition and the integrated three-fact condition, that is, no fan effect was obtained. A similar result has been reported by Moeser (16) .
Reder and Anderson (17) suggested that subjects in these experiments might be deciding about integrated facts on the basis of a consistency judgment. Rather than judging whether they had studied a particular fact, subjects may have been judging whether the fact was consistent with what had been studied. To test this hypothesis we tested subjects on their memory for thematically related material under two conditions. Suppose the subject studied the following three facts:
The doctor went to the train station. The doctor heard the conductor say "All aboard."
The doctor got at Grmnd Central Station.
In the condition which tested with unrelated foils, subjects had to discriminate targets they had studied from foil sentences like
The doctor put soap in the washer.
when they might have studied put soap in the washer about the lawyer. In this condition it should be possible for subjects to discriminate between targets and foils by means of a consistency judgment. This is like the thematically related condition of Smith et al. with unrelated foils. In the other condition subjects were tested with related foils such as
The doctor got on the train. when the predicate got on the train had been studied about some other individual. Subjects could not reject such foils by means of a consistency judgment and would have both to accept targets and to reject foils by a recognition judgment. We replicated the Smith et al. result of no-fan effect in the unrelated foil condition. In contrast, in the related-foil con- / -------dition, recognition times were much longer and there was a large fan effect.
In the Reder and Anderson experiment (I?'), the subject learned either one or two themes about an individual [see also (18) l. In the two-theme condition, they might also learn about the doctor:
The doctor bought m new pair of running shoes.
The doctor ran 5 miles each day. The doctor sprinted on the track.
Independent of whether subjects had to discriminate targets from related or unrelated foils, they took longer to make their judgments if two themes were associated with the doctor rather than one. We also looked at the factor of irrelevant fan. When subjects were judging a fact about one theme (for example, a fact from the running theme about the doctor), irrelevant fan refers to the number of facts studied about the other theme studied with the doctor. Although subjects were slowed by the presence of a second theme, they were not affected by the number of facts in the irrelevant theme. Again this result held whether the subjects were making their judgments in the presence of related or unrelated foils.
To account for this pattern of data, we proposed that, when encoding the information, subjects create a network representation (Fig. 7 ) . In the presence of two themes, two subnodes, one associated with the general train-trip concept and the other with the general running concept, are created and attached to the doctor concept. These general concepts are attached to all the predicates that might be studied about an individual in the experiment. The subnodes are connected to the predicates actually studied about that individual.
When the subject hears a sentence like The doctor arrived at Grmnd Central Station, activation will spread both from doctor and from the concepts in the predicate. If that theme was studied about the person, there will be a large intersection of' activation at that sub- node. If the predicate is unrelated to the theme (that is, an unrelated foil) there will not be a strong intersection of activation. Thus, the subject can use the intersection of activation to judge whether it is plausible that the fact was studied in the presence of unrelated foils. The amount of activation arriving a t the node will be affected by the presence of one or two themes, since the second theme causes activation to shift to an unrelated part of the network (the second subnode). It should not matter how many facts are attached to the relevant or the irrelevant subnode, since activation does not have to spread from the subnode to the specific predicates. Thus, the number of themes but not the relevant fan (number of facts about tested theme) or irrelevant fan (number of facts about nontested theme) should have an effect. This was observed in the presence of unrelated foils. In contrast, in the presence of related foils it will not suffice to make a decision on the basis of activation of the subnode. Rather, the subject will have to retrieve the subnode-predicate combination. This decision will be affected by the amount of activation that spreads from subnode to predicate and hence by the relevant fan from the subnode. Thus, in the presence of related foils, number of themes and relevant fan, but not irrelevant fan, should have an effect.
Reder and Ross (19) have explicitly instructed subjects to judge whether test sentences were consistent with what they had studied rather than whether the actual sentence had been studied. They presented both targets and related statements not studied; subjects had to discriminate both of these from unrelated foils, which they were to judge as inconsistent. They found that fan decreased judgment time-a negative fan effectand suggested that in the unrelated foil condition of Reder and Anderson (17) and in Smith et al. (8) there was a mix of consistency judgments, which produced a negative fan effect, and recognition judgments, which produced a positive fan effect. The net result was to produce no effect of fan.
In a recent simulation of the spreading activation process, I discovered that the amount of activation to spread to the subnode increases with the fan of facts out of the subnode, because these provide additional paths by which activation can converge on the subnode. For instance, in Fig. 7 activation can spread from hecir conductor to train trip to arrive cit .station to subnode. Thus, for a consistency judgment based on subnode activation, subjects should be faster the greater the relevant fan.
Future Research
The theory developed in this article has been concerned with the processes leading from presentation of a probe to levels of activation in the network. The working assumption has been that level of activation maps onto latency of memory performance, but 1 have not set forth the processes mapping activation of network structure into performance. This is one of the frontier areas in the development of a spreading activation model. A number of recent proposals have been offered (5, (20) (21) (22) for a production system architecture for control of cognitive behavior. In such a scheme the steps of cognition are determined by conditionaction rules. The condition of a rule specifies some pattern that should be active in working memory, and the action specifies some cognitive or external operation that will be performed if the pattern is matched. While these schemes agree on this basic architectural principle, they differ widely in the role they see for activation in determining the speed of production application. I expect that future research will focus on selecting from among these proposals.
